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‘That which
consumes space
in your mind
holds power
over you’
- amir zoghi
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Hi, it's Amir here...
know it sounds a little bit mystical, and I guess
that's because it may be.

When I was a young boy, someone very special
shared with me something extremely powerful.
I'm going to call this something powerful "The
Seed".
The Seed allows me to experience life as though it
is limitless. I experience my ambitions as though
they have no boundaries and I seem to find a
great sense of self-fulfillment not in my outcomes
or results but within this Seed. Look, I'm not a high
in the clouds, fluffy guy. I'm not "woo woo," if you
know what I mean. In fact, the only clouds I know,
are the ones I fly my aircraft amongst. What I'm
talking about is not limited to being intangible, in
fact, I experience it in tangible form in my
everyday life.
Maybe just like you I work at a job and I also
happen to have a business. In my everyday work,
I'm an aerobatic pilot and a partner in an aviation
company. However thanks to what "the Seed" has
given me, everything I do, I do because I choose
to. Because I truly love to and not because I need
to.
And it's not what you may be thinking: “Well it's
because you can afford to, Amir,” or you may think
that I’m smart or clever. Well, I actually didn't even
pass high school. You may think "It's because you
come from family money or because you know
the right people…"
NO, it's not. I know one thing: I know the truth
about this great Seed which opened me to know
who I am. And not so much in a "woo woo" way,
knowing who I am is not limited to the boundless,
formless or spiritual kind of way. I'm talking about
experiencing myself and my true infinite potential
in my everyday physical life.
Here's the thing though; the Seed cannot be
taught to you, or learnt. What I'm talking to you
about is beyond human knowledge. You can't
think it in human thoughts. So you see, I can't just
give you the Seed right now in these words. I can
only share with you how it was shared with me. I
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Before I became an aerobatic pilot, I spent over 10
years travelling the world full-time, speaking on
stage as a "Mind and Performance Coach". Most
weekends I was in a different city of the world,
always aiming to make an impact and a
difference in people's lives. However, I was only
able to make true "everlasting impact" or a true
"long-lasting change" with those who I was able to
share the Seed with.
Today, I live what I know as a boundless life, a life
of possibilities where everything is exactly that: all
possibilities. As much as flying is my "everyday
passion", the Seed, and what it continues to give
me, is "Who I Am".
Like I mentioned above, I can't just write it in
these words. It cannot be learnt or understood. I
can only share it with you the way it was shared
with me, experientially. The Seed can only be
experienced by you, and once experienced it will
not become knowledge that you have acquired,
rather wisdom.
This is why I have dedicated a 12 month coaching
program to allow me to share with you “the Seed”.
Over 15 of my Coaching Modules, shared with you
via an online platform, live facilitated intimate
groups available both online and in person with
one of my facilitators, all designed for you to
experience this gift that will literally transform
who you are and how your live life.
I wish you well on your journey and with the
choices that have presented themselves to you
today.
Warmly,
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About the OMG
Program
Who is the OMG Program for?
I'd rather tell you who this program is not for because to be honest the individual this is for
will already know it is for them. They will feel like it's what they had been looking for all
along.
So, the individual this is not for is the person who is not ready for change and not up for
being personally challenged. It's not for the person who's looking for a quick fix or a magic
pill. It's not for the individual who feels that information and this style of coaching that will
help people should be free. It's not for the person who is still looking for the "value" in
spending money or time in experiencing who they Truly are. It's not for the person who is
not willing to be truly honest with themselves.

Program Details & Structure
Program Length | 12 months
Delivery | Online/Face-to-Face
Cost | $550 per month
Eligibility | An interview process is required before beginning your program to ensure that
this program is right for you. During this process you also have the chance to meet your
facilitator and discuss any initial questions you may have before beginning.
Daily Emails
Each daily email will consist of something different and are based around delivering bitesized pieces of Amir's coaching. This could include; audio content, videos, meditations, and
exercises. Each day supports you to stay plugged in, to ensure you succeed at integrating
all that Amir shares as this enables you to truly live it in your life.
Live Group Sessions
Your program starts with your group and ends with your group. The OMG Program is an
individual journey within a group format. The impact of the group format is that it
supports you to experience reflections, awareness and holds a space to discuss your
module with your group members along with the support of your facilitator.

What's Included?
15 Coaching Modules - each module is released every 3 weeks
Live recorded OMG Video Sessions with Amir Zoghi with every module
A new Guided Meditation Audio with Amir Zoghi with every module
Live Group Facilitation Session with Amir Zoghi's trained facilitator
Tangible exercises and practices to further the integration of each module
Recorded Content Audio's with Amir Zoghi to support the integration of each module

OMG Facilitators
Our OMG Facilitators are hand-picked by Amir Zoghi and have been trained by him in
supporting individuals on their journey of awakening and self-realisation. Through their
skill in observation and their ability to hold a space of non-judgement and presence they
support you in integrating the coaching modules provided by Amir Zoghi.
Our OMG Facilitators have the ability to pinpoint and bring awareness to the mental
limiting beliefs or thoughts that don't enable us to experience freedom and take action on
what is true for us.
Our OMG Facilitators are highly experienced, and their element of quality support is what
enables you to integrate each module of the OMG Program and bring the tangible
practices into your own life.

What happens in the Live Group Session?
This is a group of people in synergy with one great thing in mind; the Journey of Oneness
and the experiences of Truth and Infinite possibilities. Our hand-picked OMG Facilitators
personally meet with an intimate group of no more than 20 people face-to-face where
they coach the group through that current module of the OMG Program. This gives the
participants the opportunity to ask any questions about their module topic, and really
integrate their experiences with support.
For those who are not able to join the group in person, this component of the program is
also offered online via a scheduled group Live Video Session.
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Testimonials
"Living this in every moment is a lifestyle change. OMG offers
consistent support to stay on track. It's like fitness. Just because you
see results, you don't stop, you keep going as there is no destination.
It becomes a lifestyle. I can't wait for when I get my new support
audio or video and I clear my schedule to watch it as I get insight
after insight into my own life. And it translates to decision making.
When I make decisions now for things that I would have thought
weren't easy or attainable, I watch as things happen in my life to
revolve around what I desire, instant manifestation, all by putting my
attention on the truth."

- Yari Arenas

"What I love about the OMG group is that each module feels like a
calming meditation. I tend to overthink just about anything and
listening to these webinars allow me to turn down the chatter,
remember my Truth and to let go of having to control everything. It
has helped me to focus on what I love instead of trying to force things
to work in a certain way. When I allow myself to live in the flow,
everything happens with more ease and in extraordinary ways that I
couldn’t have planned if I tried. And I’m only on module 4 so I can’t
imagine what more will come by the time I reach the end!"

- Kerri Tsigolis
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Your Coaching
Modules

1

Reclaiming Power
This powerful module breaks down what it really means to reclaim
power. You will learn exactly how and why you put power in things
and how this impacts your day-to-day experience. You will dissect the
process of reclaiming power and how you can implement it in your
day-to-day life to continually experience greater freedom.

2 Manifestation

In this module you will discover the truth about the often
misunderstood topic of manifestation. This module breaks down the
exact process of manifestation and how you really manifest in your life.
From covering the truth about who is actually manifesting right
through to how you allow manifestations to take form. This is some of
the most advanced training on manifestation ever released!

3 The Ego

What is the ego? Who is the ego? What is the ego really looking for?
And, how do you know when you are in ego? This module will answer
your questions about the Ego. You will learn how your ego plays its role
and how it continually gives your power to the external. It is only when
you become aware of when you are in ego that you can begin
reclaiming your power from the external.
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4 LOVE

Whether you realise it or not, everything in this world is about LOVE.
Everything you do, everything you are searching for, every agenda, it's all
ultimately about looking for or to express the love that you already are.
This module uncovers what True Love really is and how different that is
from the concept society and most people have about love and what it
means to be loving. This module goes even deeper and also shows you
why love isn't actually free, and why a lot of things that seem "loving" are
actually just an agenda and why the most loving thing you can do is
sometimes the complete opposite of how "human love" would act.

5 Reflections

What are reflections and why do they exist? This is the module that gives you
the complete understanding of Reflections and why they are so important in
supporting you in going deeper into Truth. You will cover the 3 types of
reflections; indirect, true and complete, the purpose they each serve and what
they are actually reflecting back to you. You will also see the power of making
decisions from what's True (from what's reflecting) rather than what's being
reflected and why it is not necessary for everyone to "awaken".

6 Thoughts

What are thoughts? Where do your thoughts come from? And who is
the one actually "thinking"? This thought-provoking module dissects all
this and more as it uncovers why we have thoughts and the purpose
they serve. It also poses a powerful question; are you even really in
control of what you think?
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7 The Journey

This module begins to cover the journey leading you back to living your
Truth in your external reality, but this time it's a new you showing up.
This module is all about bringing your internal and external worlds
together as one and grasping the difference between putting "the
power" into form versus "being the power" and using it "through" form.

8 Wealth

This module covers the idea of wealth and how we truly attain a
wealthy life. It also covers the Truth of why people are not being
wealthy. You will learn how it's not money that we lack, rather it is
Space. This module also covers all the common things people use to
consume their space and how to make more space in your life again.
The greater your space, the greater your ability to be wealthy.

9

Meaning & Purpose
In many modules, it has been shared how "purpose is in who we are
and not in what we do," and that "it's when you have realised the
purpose that's in who you are, you then give purpose to what you do
and not get purpose from what you do". This module will leave your
ego doing backflips, and free your soul to soar a life that is not bound
by meaning nor purpose, a life that has transcended the limitations
that we give to form.
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10 Willingness

In this profound module of Willingness, you will capture the essence of
true manifestations, and why some of our manifestations are forceful
where others need no force what so ever. What's the difference
between having "Willingness" and to have "will"? What's the difference
between motivation and inspiration? Grasp the roots of where these
words are coming from, and you can grasp "Free Will".

11

12

Time, Space & the Now
So much has been said about Space, now see how Time falls into the
picture. What does it really mean to transcend time and space? And
why is being in the "present moment" still being limited by time and
the story? In this module you'll reach and touch what it really is, to be
INFINITE.

Truth & the Journey to it
In this module, we discover what it ultimately takes to be one with the
Truth and how the previous modules fall perfectly into place upon the
journey to Truth. Uncover the transition points from phase 1, phase 2
and phase 3 of consciousness. And finally why some are ready for it,
and others are not, and what determines one's experience of the Truth
or not.
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13

Imagination
This module covers a very powerful statement; 'You imagine what you
desire.' But don't take this statement so lightly, it's coded with a great depth
and Truth, and you will have missed it simply by just reading the statement.
Who is imagining? What is the imagined? Who desires and why? And where
are you Infinite right now among your finite reality?

14

15

I AM
This is one of the most powerful modules in the program so far. It will
allow you to see and almost touch tangibly the intangibility of the last 13
coaching modules. This is the module that will support you most in
grasping the intangible, the formless, as though it was tangible and in
form. Really, what we're trying to say here is that this module will
support you to integrate the last 13 modules so you can live them in your
everyday life in physical form.

Purity
One of our greatest strengths on our spiritual path is our ability to be pure, to be
raw, to be completely open and experience our own innocence. One of our
greatest weakness on our spiritual path is to be pure, to be raw, to be completely
open and experience our own innocence. How can our greatest strength on our
spiritual path become our greatest weakness?
When you master and find the ability to merge your greatest strength with your
greatest weakness as one integrated energy you will find that everything shared
with you over the last 14 coaching modules because second nature. You don't
have to try, or be disciplined in living what comes to you as second nature.
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